Unit 3
Lesson #11
Basic Words (suffixes –ion or ation)
correct
correction
explore
exploration
admire
admiration
subtract

subtraction
examine
examination
separate
separation
alter
alteration

preserve
preservation
reflect
reflection
substitute
substitution

Unit 3
Lesson #12
Basic Words (Prefixes: in-, im-, ir-, il-)
illegal
indent
imperfect
irregular
inability
immobile
inaudible

impatient
individual
insecure
impolite
illegible
irresistible
impartial

illogical
inappropriate
improper
ineffective
immovable
irrational

Review Words

Challenge Words

Review Words

Challenge Words

confess
confession
contribute
contribution

irritate
irritation
coordinate
coordination

informal
indirect
improve
incomplete
impress

immerse
impartial
illustrious
infer
irrelevant

Vocabulary Words
collided: crashed into.
desperation: a feeling of hopelessness, despair, and extreme
anxiety.
dismay: feeling of discouragement, despair, or nervousness.
eerie: causing feelings of unease, fear, or strangeness.
frothing: foaming and bubbly.
jutted: pointed sharply outward from the rest.
looming: appearing large, threatening, and nearby.
mounting: growing rapidly in size, rising, or both.
receded: moved away to a more distant spot.
stabilize: to provide balance and security.

Vocabulary Words
careening: swerving wildly off course.
engulf: to consume, or cover completely.
falter: to lose confidence; to hesitate; to delay action or a decision.
frail: weak, fragile; easily hurt.
frayed: worn down, exposing a material’s threads.
jostled: pushed roughly while moving; bumped.
relishing: experiencing great joy.
supple: limber; moving with ease.
taut: tight, tense, and firm.
undulating: moving with a wavy, constant, smooth motion.

Unit 3
Lesson #13
Basic Words (more words with –ion)
circulate
circulation
conclude
conclusion
instruct
instruction
possess

possession
introduce
introduction
except
exception
discuss
discussion

collide
collision
oppose
opposition
estimate
estimation

Review Words

Challenge Words

educate
education
elect
election

detect
detection
procrastinate
procrastination
Vocabulary Words

affirmed: proven true, confirmed
culmination: the end, result, or highest point.
deduced: guessed by reasoning or logic.
durable: tough, long-lasting.
equivalent: equal, the same.
expanse: a vast, open area.
frigid: icy cold, freezing.
participants: people who take part.
prime: to make ready and prepare.
sacrificed: gave up something desired for something else.

Unit 3
Lesson #14
Basic Words (word parts: com-, con-)
contrast
contact
compound
concentrate
combine
comment
conference

compete
community
convert
conversation
commute
constitution
conduct

consumer
continent
composition
communicate
compliment
condition

Review Words

Challenge Words

combat
commotion
complex
contain
connect

confidential
commission
compatible
combustion
comprehension
Vocabulary Words

aim: goal, purpose
anonymous: not named; unknown
bland: having little flavor or spice; boring.
emulate: to attempt to equal or copy another.
fanatic: a person devoted to something with illogical, and often
scary, enthusiasm.
motive: reason, cause.
reception: a welcome, greeting, or acceptance.
skeptical: doubtful, questioning; suspicious.
understatement: a humble or weak description that does not
accurately describe the facts.
veered: changed direction; turned off course.

Unit 3
Lesson #15
Basic Words (final /iz/, /iv/, ij/
revise
advantage
memorize
active
organize
criticize
shortage

advertise
attractive
college
explosive
exercise
encourage
summarize

wreckage
recognize
positive
percentage
sensitive
heritage

Review Words

Challenge Words

storage
relative
average
language
televise

utilize
mortgage
merchandise
aggressive
compromise
Vocabulary Words

ascent: the act of moving or going upward.
hovering: floating in one place in the air.
impending: about to take place.
likelihood: the possibility that something will happen.
lunar: associated with the Moon.
option: a choice between two or more things.
perilous: dangerous, risky.
presumably: being safe to assume or expect.
random: following no particular order or purpose.
unpredictability: the state of being unable to be guessed or known;
uncertainty.

